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THE WORKING AREA OF: PHOTOSHOP

When running Adobe Photoshop the program uses the original values. The interface contains
various components that you can create on your own. Basically, there are 4 components in your
work area that you can use, as you create or transform your graphics. These components are as
follows:

• Menu Bar

• The Drawing Canvas

• Toolbox

• Pallets

The figure below shows how each of these components appears on your screen:
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Bar Menou of Photoshop

what role each menu plays
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Descriptions are shown below:

File

related mainly to :

• Open and save files (New, Open, Save, etc.)

• Import and export of special material (Import, Export)

• Print settings (Page Setup, Print etc.)

Edit

includes arrangements referring to:

• Typical digital editing tasks (undo, cut, copy, paste, find & replace text, etc.)

• Insert color information in a special way (fill, stroke)

• Rotate the image or a selected part of it (Free Transform, Transform)

• Various User Define Tasks (Define Brush & Define Pattern, Preferences, etc.)

Image

List from which they start important image editing functions as a whole, the most important
of which are: • Color Depth and Color Mode Settings (Mode) • Various color balance settings
(such as Brightness, contrast, color balance etc.) (Adjustments) • Adjust the image size and
canvas and rotate it (Image Size, Canvas Size, Rotate Canvas) • Trim part of the image (Crop)

Layer

The Layer list includes all settings related to the concept of "Layer" which is a basic concept of
the structure of the Photoshop digital image. A Layer is a separate layer (something like a
separate transparency) that includes a piece of information in the image. The digital image is
created with the addition of all the layers that form it. Image processing can be done on each
layer individually, which greatly helps the user to locate those parts of the image to which
they want to intervene and to leave the rest indefinitely. Here you will find options for:

• Create a new layer

• Edit the properties of a layer

• Collapse the layers of the image

Select

An important job in Photoshop is always how to select the appropriate part of the image that
we need to process. The Select directory includes tasks that serve this purpose, such as:

• Select, deselect & revert selected area (All, Deselect, Inverse)
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• Choice based on Color Range

• Settings to more accurately configure the selected area (Feather, Modify, Grow)

• Save and reuse a Load & Save Selection

Filter

Filters are a very interesting part of Photoshop. A filter is nothing but a defined mathematical
algorithm applied to the information of each pixel of the image. Apart from basic simple
filters that help improve image quality (eg Sharpen for the sharpest and clearer picture),
there are filters that give the image artistic appeal as they apply the styles of various arts
schools (eg Pointillize for the style that is known as "pointillism") The list of available filters
may change as you add or remove the filters of your choice.

Analysis

Photoshop provides this analytics tool for scientific research that will help us accurately
visualize visual data, analyze image quality information, and save time from automating
common tasks.

3D

It includes tools for working on three-dimensional images and graphics, such as rendering
and painting in three-dimensional objects.

View

Auxiliary list that includes tasks related to how the image will be displayed either on the
screen (eg Zoom In & Zoom out, Fit On Screen) or when printed (Gamut Warning, Print Size)

Window

Here are options that help you configure the interface as you wish. By activating the various
options, you instruct Photoshop to display tool palettes on the screen. Take special note of the
bundled options corresponding to the different tabs that are available in the palette window
at the same time. For example, selecting Layers displays the palette that includes the Layers,
Channels & Paths tabs together.

Help

Contains information about Photoshop, various updates that may be available for the
program, information about your system, and various help texts. If you see an object in the
menu with a letter underlined in an application, then you can access this object by using the
ALT button in combination with the corresponding letter. Similarly, menu options can be
accessed by using the SHIFT key in combination with the underlined letter. Using the
shortcuts of the keyboard you can do your job very quickly without moving the mouse.
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DRAWING CANVAS
  The background of painting is the area in which we can create and convert images. In violation of
Photoshop, it gives us a painting background to work on, but we can easily open another by using
the "NEW" menu option from the "File" menu. So far we will use the default background given by
Photoshop.

Each painting background has a small bar with a button manipulation window and a painting area.
If we have changed the size of the background so that the window is larger than the painting area,
we get the capture screen next to it. and Photoshop will fill the image in gray with the unpainted
area.

The Photoshop Toolbox
In the figure below, you can see the basic toolbox of Photoshop CS5 from where you can select a
variety of tools for different tasks.

By selecting a tool, the toolbar toolbar is customized and shows the settings associated with the tool
you selected.
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The following table shows the Photoshop tools, the shortcut key and their function.

THE TOOLS AND THEIR FUNCTION

MOVE (V): Moves the selected information (eg within a Layer).

Marquee (M): Selects an area of the image based on its geometric shape.

Lasso (L): Selects an area of the picture by describing it freely. Magnetic lasso is best adapted
to the boundaries of areas with color differences

Magic Wand (W): Selects an image area based on the pixel color affinity: clicking on a pixel
also selects those with relatives.

Eyedropper (I): Choose a specific color from any open image.

Healing Brush (J): Corrects the image defects by reproducing part of the image elsewhere.

Brush (B): Creates lines similar to those of a brush or pencil.

Stamp (S): Plays the information of an image area to another.

History Brush (Y): Returns the image to previous states. Something like a handy Undo tool.

Eraser (E): Blur reduces contrast in the applied area. Sharpen increases the contrast, Smudge
diffuses the colors.

Dodge (O): Dodge increases the brightness of the pixels. Burn reduces brightness. Sponge
reduces the color intensity of the image, leaving it finally gray.

Path (A): Selects a path. Type (T): Allows text input to the image in a separate layer.

Pen (P): Creates and forms a path, that is, a set of points that surround an area.

Shape (U): The corresponding geometric shapes are entered in the image.

Hand (H): Moves the image altogether into the window.

Zoom (Z): Zoom in and out.

Quick Mask (Q): Launches Quick Mask mode where you can specify boundaries for selected
areas using paint tools.

PALLETS
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Pallets are useful components for all of your tools. For example, palettes help
you determine the nature of your tools and specify how the tools will be
presented in the toolbox. They also help to present some more difficult issues,
such as separating and falsifying complex colors. In violation, there are 3
supported pallets. These can include 10 pallets available through the window
shown next to and showing blue dots. The main pallets are available on the
supported pallets by means of labels, as shown in the figure below.

[im 6 window] | im-6-window.jpg
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All pallets are made from a small bar with closed buttons, a set of labels and a list for each
label. However, all pallets have a fly-out. For example:

[im 8 tabs] | im-8-tabs.jpg

Removing Spots in Photoshop
The Spot Healing Brush tool is basically a round brush that is used to fix spots. It’s a really great tool
because it’s very easy and very simple to use. Its operation is simple. When you click on a slick with
this tool, Photoshop "looks" at all neighboring pixels and combines them with the pixels you clicked.
It is ideal for removing scratches, scratches and dust in old photos. Open an image with a blot, dust
or scratch you want to remove.

Select the Spot Healing Brush from the corresponding icon in the toolbox or by pressing the «J«
button.

Move the cursor over the point you want to remove and adjust the cursor size so that it is slightly
larger than the area you want to correct. A quick way to change the size of the brush is by pressing
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the "[" and "]" buttons.

Click. You will notice that the cursor’s appearance changes momentarily.

Once you have left the mouse, the blot will disappear.

In the Spot Healing Brush option bar, you can control how the tool works by changing the following
settings:

Mode: Multiply, Screen, Darken, Lighten, Color, Luminosity, and Replace.

Type:
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• Proximity Match - is the default setting and uses pixels just outside the selected area to correct
the blot.

• Create Texture - Suitable if the area you want to fix is surrounded by many details.

• Content-Aware Fill - Useful for removing larger objects.

• Sample All Layers: This option allows Photoshop to sample pixels from other layers as well.

Remove or reduce wrinkles in Photoshop
An easy way to eliminate or reduce wrinkles on one’s face is by using the Healing Brush tool. Once
we’ve opened the image that we want to process, we create a new Layer by pressing the Alt + Ctrl +
Shift + N keys. Select the Healing Brush tool from the toolbox or by holding down the "Shift" key
and pressing the "J" key twice.

From the toolbar, set the size of the brush and select "Sample All Layers"

Holding the "Alt" key, move the mouse to an area where the skin has a good texture and clicks. The
Healing Brush will now take a sample from that region.
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Then brush gently over the wrinkles. As you drag the brush, you will see a small icon () next to it.
The area under () is that from which a sample is used.

To avoid painting the same texture at a time, choose a different sample for each wrinkle.

After you have finished with Healing Brush, reduce the Opacity until you have the desired effect.
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These are some sites, of which the above
informations are, and some additional
tutorials to see also:
http://www.dga.gr/web/publications/notes/photoshop.pdf

ftp://teiser.gr/pliroforiki/EIKONA/
%D3%C7%CC%C5%C9%D9%D3%C5%C9%D3%20PHOTOSHOP%207.pdf

http://psdart.gr/3-ta-menou-epilogon-tou-photoshop-cs/

https://www.pttl.gr/tag/photoshop-tutorials/

https://www.pantou.gr/photoshop.htm
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